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DISCLAIMER

OpenAI has recently released ChatGPT 4.5 Turbo, 
which is a significant upgrade to it’s capabilities. Some of 

this information will be changing quickly as we learn 
more about it.

Follow the Wikimotive Blog for more



Who is this workshop for?

The internal marketer who knows how to use ChatGPT 
and is looking to enhance their ability to use it for more 

of their marketing. 



Show of Hands?



DEFINED
ChatGPT



ChatGPT
Chat Generative Pre-trained Transformer



Conversational 

“Artificial Intelligence”. 

Chat GPT

(i) Easy follow-up questions

(ii) Challenging of incorrect premises

(iii) Rejection of (certain) requests deemed 

inappropriate

More specifically, it’s a chat-bot front end to a 
curated data model that allows for:



(i) Interact with a language model using a conversational prompt,

(ii) Generate human-like responses, and

(iii) Be reliant upon deep learning and human training.

is designed to:
ChatGPT



(i) As a web application

(ii)As a mobile App on Apple and Android

(iii)As an API to be integrated in external products

is available:
ChatGPT



HOW IT WORKS
ChatGPT



How ChatGPT works…

User-generated
prompt

Informed by a 
combination of 

Public and Private data 
sets…

ChatGPT creates
coherent, paragraph-
based information…

based on the probability 
of a word’s appearance.



In other words…

ChatGPT
is a “pretty fancy word predictor”.



ChatGPT can understand…

Text
Regular

Expressions

Computer

Code

Images Data Sets Web Pages



ChatGPT can understand…

Text
Regular

Expressions

Computer

Code

Images Data Sets Web Pages

(Sort of) (Kinda) (Rarely)



Mobile ChatGPT can understand…

YOUR HUMAN VOICE
I am sure nothing can

 possibly go wrong here



WHAT IS IT GOOD FOR?

ChatGPT



ALL THE TIME

Less & Less

IT TURNS OUT



ChatGPT is good at:

(i)Things that do not require a high-degree of accuracy,

(ii) Mundane tasks that benefit from text output but can be painful to perform, and

(iii) Summarizing things with mostly correct (but mediocre) writing.

ChatGPT is like a 10-year old with access to the internet.
In other words…



…and like a 10-year old with the internet

ChatGPT may need more clarification, conversational context, 
Or to be retold the same thing several times.



Will ChatGPT replace…

Google?

Your SEO company? Low Skill / 

High-Time

 Labor



Will ChatGPT replace…

Google?
Your SEO company?

Low Skill / 

High-Time
Labor?

More on this later



WHAT ARE ITS

ChatGPT

LIMITATIONS?



ChatGPT
is “mostly correct”…

…but getting worse all the time.



Limitations of ChatGPT

* https://www.datanami.com/2023/01/17/hallucinations-plagiarism-and-chatgpt/

Hallucinations

About 20% of what 

ChatGPT writes are lies*

 https://openai.com/product/gpt-4

https://www.datanami.com/2023/01/17/hallucinations-plagiarism-and-chatgpt/
https://openai.com/product/gpt-4


Limitations of ChatGPT

A study conducted at Berkeley has 

shown that ChatGPT’s accuracy on the 

SAME questions has shown a huge 

decline in the span of just a few months?

Why?

* https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.09009.pdf



Limitations of ChatGPT

…but the leading theory is

 

Behavior Drift.

We Don’t Know…

* https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.09009.pdf

It’s believed that the models self-evolve 

over time, resulting in less accurate 

predictions / results over time.

Stay tuned towards the end for ways to combat this.



Limitations of ChatGPT

* https://www.datanami.com/2023/01/17/hallucinations-plagiarism-and-chatgpt/

Incorrect

Biased

Incomplete

https://www.datanami.com/2023/01/17/hallucinations-plagiarism-and-chatgpt/


Limitations of ChatGPT

Memory of a Goldfish

ChatGPT has a limited ability to 

remember context about any 

conversation. The new 4.5 Turbo allows a 

much larger context of 128k words.



Limitations of ChatGPT

Can Not

Do Math



ChatGPT
requires human review, fact-checking, & massaging.

Content generated by



AI Writing
can be detected (in most cases)

https://www.zerogpt.com/

https://writer.com/ai-content-detector/



HOW TO IDENTIFY

ChatGPT

A.I. WRITING



How to Identify AI Writing

Perplexity Burstiness Synthetic Watermark



Perplexity
/per plek sede/

How complex a text is, determined by its randomness.

How to Identify AI Writing



Burstineness
/berst i nes/

The variation in perplexity between sentences.

How to Identify AI Writing



Synthetic
/sin THedik/

Text that doesn’t read as “human-written”

unless further modified by a human.

How to Identify AI Writing



Watermark
A technique that embeds a digital watermark into digital 
media, such as images or videos, using artificial 
intelligence algorithms. This watermark is invisible to the 
naked eye but can be detected and extracted using 
specific software or algorithms.

How to Identify AI Writing



How to Identify AI Writing

President Biden’s new AI Security bill 

mandates an AI watermark on all 

generative tools.



SO IT’S USELESS?

ChatGPT



ChatGPT
is “mostly correct”.



It can be useful.

Once upon a time…



ChatGPT

helped a man to save his dog

(and trumped a human veterinarian)

https://nypost.com/2023/03/27/chatgpt-saved-my-dogs-life-after-vet-couldnt-diagnosis-it/



https://nypost.com/2023/03/27/chatgpt-saved-my-dogs-life-after-vet-couldnt-diagnosis-it/



ChatGPT
can pass a Medical Exam.





ChatGPT
It’s mostly about the Prompt



It used to be
all about the Prompt



More on the other ways
to improve usefulness after…



HOW TO WRITE

ChatGPT

A GOOD PROMPT



How to write a good prompt
ChatGPT

(i) Define the role of ChatGPT

Pretend you are an expert copywriter.



Pretend you are an expert copywriter. Generate text for an in-showroom 

display targeted at Ford Service Customers informing them about the 

"Pick up and Delivery" program.

(ii) Define your Goals & Audience

How to write a good prompt
ChatGPT



Pretend you are an expert copywriter. Generate text for an in-showroom 

display targeted at Ford Service Customers informing them about the "Pick 

up and Delivery" program. Advise them to consult a service advisor to 

find out more.

(iii) Tell it what to do (not what NOT to do)

How to write a good prompt
ChatGPT



Pretend you are an expert copywriter. Generate text for an in-showroom 

display targeted at Ford Service Customers informing them about the "Pick 

up and Delivery" program. Advise them to consult a service advisor to find 

out more. Include a Headline, a Tagline, and Two separate short 

sentences about the ease and convenience of having your vehicle 

picked up or delivered for service.

(iv) Define what format it should use

Introducing Ford's Pick up and Delivery Program!

Discover the ultimate convenience in vehicle maintenance.

Enjoy the hassle-free luxury of having your vehicle picked up from your doorstep for service, sparing you from any inconveniences.

Experience seamless convenience as we deliver your serviced vehicle back to you, allowing you to get back on the road with ease.

For detailed information and personalized assistance, consult a friendly Ford Service Advisor today!

How to write a good prompt
ChatGPT



Finally, use conversation to get the answers you want.

“Rewrite those two sentences but add…”

“Use English only in your response instead.”

“Generate two coupons based on the above information.”

“Rewrite that, but much shorter.”

How to write a good prompt
ChatGPT



Finally, use conversation to get the answers you want.

You can use the ‘Thumbs Down’ button to have it generate another response. 

How to write a good prompt
ChatGPT



Other tips for a good prompt

Avoid using negatives - tell it what to do, not what to do.

Use longer prompts, or chain prompts together.

Specify response length.

Edit responses instead of starting over. 

How to write a good prompt
ChatGPT

Experiment with putting emphasis on certain words with double quotes. 



WHAT CAN IT DO

ChatGPT

FOR CAR DEALERS?



What can it do for Car Dealers?
ChatGPT

(i) Generate GBP Questions & Answers

(ii) Create provider-specific initial response emails for your CRM

(iii) Create GBP posts for your coupons or specials

(iv) Understand the search intent of keywords

(v) Create code snippets for Google Analytics, Sheets, Excel, or Looker Studio

(vi) Understand vendor code on your website

(vii) Generate hashtags - TikTok / Instagram / Twitter 

(viii) Generate training documents or meeting outlines.

(ix) Generate ad words titles & descriptions

(x) Generate buyer personas for marketing campaigns

(xi) Ideate marketing campaigns / sales promotion copy.

Tasks that don’t reflect on your domain authority.



ChatGPT

Interpret images and provide alt text.

What can it do for Car Dealers?



ChatGPT

Plan a sales meeting agenda

What can it do for Car Dealers?



WHAT CAN’T IT DO

ChatGPT

FOR CAR DEALERS?



What can’t it do for Car Dealers?

Interpret Search Console Data

I did an experiment.

Using the Data Analysis Tool

Can it interpret Google Search 
Console data over two time 
periods, and provide insights?



What can’t it do for Car Dealers?

Interpret Search Console Data

ChatGPT invented pages that were
similar to other pages, and attributed
metrics from other pages. 

The data analysis was unreliable. 

FAILED!
The Result:



What can’t it do for Car Dealers?

Write a reliable SEO page that requires less time than a human writer

Nothing undermines (both) customer 
and search engine trust like incorrect 
information!

Our pages require a significant
Amount of effort & expertise to 
differentiate.

ChatGPT has too high a risk of 
hallucination.



What can’t it do for Car Dealers?

Create Images for Compliant Web pages

We have enough problems using OEM 
images on OEM pages to get co-op.

While we can likely use the DALLE-3
component of ChatGPT to create
“stock” images…

ChatGPT doesn’t have the extensive 
vehicle training library it needs in order 
to generate images everywhere, with a 
high degree or accuracy.



(i)Anything that requires a high degree of accuracy, or technical authority (ex. YMYL)

(ii) Be trusted to render the same results over time, even with the same prompt.

(iii) Analyze data and return results that are dependable. 

What can’t it do for Car Dealers?



Stick to creative tasks, brainstorming, 
or tasks you have time to edit personally.

Our Advice



Go through your Chat tools, Scheduling 
tools, etc. and ensure you are receiving 

the responses you expect!

A.I. tools we pay for?
But what about the

Trust…but VERIFY.

(Some of them aren’t really “A.I.” 

anyway…)



PROMPTS THAT PRODUCED

ChatGPT

A GOOD RESULT



Good Result
Example #1

Generate GBP 
Questions & Answers

The Results

The Prompt



Good Result
Example #2

Create (provider-specific)
initial responses for your CRM

The Results

The Prompt



Good Result
Example #3

Generate hashtags The Results

The Prompt



Good Result
Example #4

Interpret Javascript

The Results

The Prompt



WHAT SHOULD DEALERS

ChatGPT

DO TO GET THE MOST
OUT OF IT?



How to get the most out of ChatGPT

Sign up for 

ChatGPT+



How to get the most out of ChatGPT

Change and Update your 

Prompts.



How to get the most out of ChatGPT

Set up Custom Instructions.



How to get the most out of ChatGPT

Set up Custom 

Instructions.



How to get the most out of ChatGPT

Set up Custom Instructions.



How to get the most out of ChatGPT

Enable Beta Tools

These will allow cool things like image generation, etc. in 

the future. 

They are very much in beta, and the web browsing, data 

analysis and most plugins work unreliably, but show 

promise.



How to get the most out of ChatGPT

Choose the Correct Model



How to get the most out of ChatGPT

Use and Create Custom GPTs



How to get the most out of AI

Use Other Tools

Microsoft Bing Chat, Powered by GPT-4



How to get the most out of AI

Use Other Tools

Perplexity AI - Conversational and can ask more technical questions from Wolfram Alpha



How to get the most out of AI

Use Other Tools

Bard by Google AI



How to get the most out of AI

Use Other Tools

Jasper.ai



How to get the most out of AI

Use Other Tools

WriteSonic by Chatsonic



WHAT IT MEANS TO SEO

ChatGPT

(& WHY IT MAY NOT BE THE “END ALL, BE ALL”



(i)YMYL Concerns

What it means to SEO
ChatGPT



What it means to SEO
ChatGPT

(ii) Future Penalties – What they said



What it means to SEO
ChatGPT

(ii) Future Penalties - What They Did



What it means to SEO
ChatGPT

(ii) Future Penalties

This was not an insignificant number of clicks & impressions. 
(I would add the scale, but it makes my physically ill)



WHAT CAN YOU DO TO

ChatGPT

COMBAT UNRELIABILITY?



ChatGPT

What can you do to combat unreliability?

Use Different Models

Keep Your Prompts 

Updated

Check Vendors

& Inspect Results

Use as a Creative tool

(not a Technical one)

Human Review

Bard by Google AI

Microsoft Bing

Perplexity AI

Jasper.ai

ChatSonic

Claude 2



WHAT DOES ITS

ChatGPT

FUTURE LOOK LIKE?



What does its future look like?
ChatGPT

The model will likely continue to degrade.



What does its future look like?
ChatGPT

Custom GPTS



What does its future look like?
ChatGPT

Internal / External Plugins will improve.



What does its future look like?
ChatGPT

Product Integrations



learnprompting.org
What does its future look like?
ChatGPT



wikimotive.com
What does its future look like?
ChatGPT



Angus Fox
Lead Automotive Analyst

Linkedin.com/in/angus-fox-15461221a/

angus.fox@thinkbetter.marketing

413.210.8110

mailto:angus.fox@thinkbetter.marketing


Linkedin.com/in/daniel-r-barker/

Dan Barker
CEO

dan.barker@wikimotive.com

603.903.3086



ChatGPT  A.I.
Promise, Prompts & Perils in Automotive Marketing

THANK YOU!


